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Absiraci. Pointwise interpolation inequalities, in particular, 
\Vku(x)\ <. c (Mu(x)f-
k/m (MS?mu(x))k'm , k<m, 
and 
\hf(x)\ <. c(MI<f(x)f'
:^K":(Mf(x))l^Rez^e<, 0<Rez< ReC < n, 
where Vfc is the gradient of order fc, M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator, and 
Iz is the Riesz potential of order z, are proved. Applications to the theory of multipliers 
in pairs of Sobolev spaces are given. In particular, the maximal algebra in the multiplier 
space M(Wm(Un) -+ W},(Rn)) is described. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that an arbitrary function on the real line R with Lipschitz 
derivative u' satisfies 
(1) W(x)\ < 2sup|t i | sup| i i" | , 
where 2 is the best possible constant (Landau [1]). For the history of this estimate as 
well as of its analogs and generalizations one can consult, for example, Section 13.5 
of our book [2]. 
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In the present paper we are interested in purely pointwise modifications of (1), 
where both factors in the right-hand side are functions of x. It is trivial, of course, 
that the second sign of supremum cannot be removed. Moreover, (1) is no longer 
valid without the first supremum if / has a simple zero at a point. 
However, under the additional assumption of non-negativity of u one obtains the 
following stronger variant of (1) 
(2) \u'(x)\2^2u(x)sup\u"\ 
for all x 6 R (early applications and generalizations of this inequality can be found 
in [3] and [4]). Indeed, for any t e R we have 
0 sg u(x + t) = u(x) + tu'(x) + / (u'(x + T) - u'(x)) dr. 
Jo 
Therefore, the trinomial u(x) + tu'(x) + | i 2 sup |u" | is non-negative and the non-
positivity of its discriminant is equivalent to (2). 
Kufner and Maz'ya [5] gave generalizations of (2), and showed, in particular, that 
it can be easily improved as 
(3) |«'(a;)|2 < 2u(x)M±u"(x), 
where the sign + or - is taken if u'(x) ^ 0 or u'(x) > 0, respectively, and M+, M-
are the Hardy-Littlewood right and left maximal operators: 
1 rx+T 
M+<p(x) = s u p - / \<p(y)\ dy, 
T>O r Jx 
1 fx 
M-<p(x) = sup - / \tp(y)\ dy. 
r>o r JX,_T 
We claim that any complex valued function on R with absolutely continuous first 
derivative is subject to the inequality 
(4) \u'(x)f ^ 8Mu(x)Mu"(x), 
where M is the Hardy-Littlewood operator 
1 fx+T 
M<p(x) = sup — / \uo(y)\ Ay. 
T>O_2T Jx-T 
Moreover, (4) can be improved as 
(5) W(x)f < 8M°u(x)Mu"(x), 
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where 
1 I fx+T I 
(6) M°u(x) = sup — / sign (a; - y)u(y) Ay\. 
T>O2T\JX_T I 
In fact, the following identity is readily checked by integration by parts 
(7) u '(0) = ̂  / signyu(y)dy--l (l - M ) " signyu"(y) dy 
where t > 0. (We replace x by 0 to simplify the notation.) Hence 
|w'(0)| sj fM°u(0) + tMu"(0), 
which is equivalent to (5). 
Another direct consequence of (7) is the inequality 
\u'(x)\2 ^ lM"u(x) sup \u"\. 
The constant § in this inequality (and even in the weaker one with M" replaced 
by M) is best possible. In fact, one can easily check that the odd function u0 given 
by 
{ x(2 - x) for 0 ^ x < §, ^ - ^ for § ^ z < 3 , 
0 for x >- 3 
satisfies 
u'0(0) = 2, M°uo(0) = Muo(0) = f, sup |< | = 2. 
As Kufner and Maz'ya noticed in [5], a simple change in the above argument 
leading to (2) results in the following generalization of (2) with the best possible 
constant 
, 0 1 i , , s,oc+i / a + l \ " \u'(y)-u'(x)\ 
(8) |tt(x)| < ( — ) u(x) sup | y _ g [ t t , 
where u(x) > 0 and 0 < a < 1. 
One can arrive at an analogue of (8) for arbitrary complex valued functions, where 
the role of Holder's seminorm is played by the function 
T>^u(x) = ( f ^'{x)-^£dy)1/F, m 6 (1,2), P 6 [l.ooj. 
This function is important because its Lp-norm is a seminoma in the fractional 
Sobolev space W™(U). 
We note that 
(9) "'(0) = ^ J úgnyu(y) áy + i j (t - \y\) (u'(0) - u'(y)) áy. 
By Holder's inequality, the absolute value of the second term on the right-hand side 
is dominated by 
tm-» (2B (qm,q + l))1/q Vp,mu(0), 
where m 6 (1,2), p _ 1 + q~l = 1 and B is Euler's Beta-function. This along with 
(9) implies 
|u'(0)| < 2t-1M°u(0) + tm~l (2B(qm,q + l))1/qVp,mu(Q). 
Minimizing the right-hand side we conclude that the inequality 
(10) \u'(x)\m < m{^-l)
m'l(2B(qm,q + l))1!*(A<»i.(-0)m~1 Vp,mu(x) 
is valid for almost all x € R. In particular, for p = oo and m — a + 1, 0 < a < 1, we 
have the following analogue of (8): 
<»> i^wr<|^(^)-c«M.),--pi!M£^!i. 
The constant factor in this inequality (and even in the weaker one with M° replaced 
by M) is best possible as can be checked by the odd function ua given for x ^ 0 by 
( (a + l)x - x
a+1 for 0 ^ x < ( H f a ) 1 / a , 
^ ( f ) 1 ' " - ! ) ^ 1 for (^)1/a < x < 2(^)1/a, 
0 for x ^ 2(a±2)1/a . 
In the sequel we prove n-dimensional generalizations of the above interpolation 
inequalities and give applications to the theory of pointwise multipliers in pairs of 
Sobolev spaces. 
2. MULTIDIMENSIONAL VARIANTS OF INEQUALITY (4) 
Let u be a function on Rn such that its distributional derivatives of order m are 
locally summable. By Vmu we mean the gradient of u of order m, i.e. 
VTO« = {d"l ... dx"u} , ai + . . . + a„ = m, 
where dXj is a partial derivative. The Euclidean length of V,„u will be denoted by 
|Vm«| and we write d or V instead of Vi. 
Let M be the Hardy-Littlewood maximal operator over centered balls defined by 
Mip{x) = sup(meas„Br)"1 / \ip{y)\ Ay, 
r>0 JB,.(X) 
where ip is a scalar or vector-valued function in Rn, Br{x) = {y 6 R
n: \y — x\ < r) 
and BT = Br{0). 
Our goal is to prove the following generalization of inequality (4). 
Theorem 1. Let k, I and m be integers, 0 ^ I ^ k < m. Then there exists a 
positive constant c = c{k, I, m, n) such that 
(12) \Vku{x)\ ^ c{MV,u{x))^ {MVmu{x))^ 
for almost all x € R". 
P r o o f . Clearly, it suffices to prove (12) for / = 0 when it becomes 
(13) \Vku{x)\ ^c{Mu{x))^ ( M ? „ « ( i ) ) " . 
Let r] be a function in the ball Bi with Lipschitz derivatives of order rn — 2 which 
vanishes on dBx together with all these derivatives. Also let 
/ n{y) dy = l. 
JBi 
We shall use the Sobolev integral representation: 




(see [7], Section 1.5.1). 
By setting here v = dyu with an arbitrary multiindex 7 of order k and integrating 
by parts in the first integral, we arrive at the identity 
(14) 3M0) = (-l)*r» / u(y) VJ ^ + 7 ( y ^ ( f ) ) d y 
JB< \p\<m-k P-
Hence 
(15) IV*u(0)| ^ c,*-"-* / |u(y)| dy + c2 / |Vmu(y)| | n ^ + A . 
If m - A; > n, the second integral does not exceed 
t m _ t _ n / j V m U ( j / ) | d y_ 
In the case m — k <n the second integral in (15) equals 
im'k~n f \Vmu(y)\dy + (n-m + k) f n _ ^ L + 1 / |Vmu(y)| dy. 
JB, JO Tn m+k+l JBT 
Therefore 
I dy (16) / |Vmu(y)| | n ^ + f c $ - J L - f " - * S u p r - " / |Vmu(y)| 
Thus, for any t > 0, 
(17) |V*u(0)| ^ c3t-
kMu(0) + c4 i
m- ' :AlVmu(0) 
which implies (13). The result follows. D 
R e m a r k 1. The above proof enables one to improve (13) replacing M by the 
maximal operator 
sup * B £ 11 «(tf)^(«
-1(y - *)) <4 
t>0 meas„i? t rT^k\JBt(x) I 
Here {.ffT}i I_J. is a collection of bounded measurable functions such that, for all 
multiindices a of order \a\ <, k, 
f yaH1(y)dy^&l, 
JBt 
where 5% is Kronecker's symbol. 
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R e m a r k 2. One can specify the constants 03 and C4 in (17) but we do not dwell 
upon this being unaware if the values obtained are best possible. In the special case 
k = 1, in = 2 a direct generalization of (5) is proved as follows. First, (14) becomes 
ďtt(O) 
дx ?--<-•/_•<«.))"• 




^ = ̂ ik^-^ 
^^^^klL^wM 
By (16) the second term on the right is not greater than tM"V2u(0). Therefore 
|V_(0)| < s±1M°u(0) + tMV2u(Q), 
where M" is a multidimensional generalization of (6): 
(19) M"u(x) = sup 1—=-\f u(y)f-^dy\. 
t>0measnBt\JBtM ' \y - x\ | 
Finally, 
|Vu(a;)|2 s: 4(n + l)M"u(x) MV2u(x) 
for almost all x _ Rn. 
R e m a r k 3. Suppose that instead of M we use the modified maximal operator 
Ms given by 
Mnp(x)= sup (meas n B r )
_ 1 / \ip(y)\Ay. 
0<r<S JBr(x) 
Then the proof of Theorem 1 (with small changes) leads to the following alternatives: 
either 













is valid with c independent of <5. A similar remark can be made concerning Theo-
rems 2-4 in the next sections. 
Remark 4. Estimate (13) leads directly to the Gagliardo-Nirenberg ([8], [9]) 
inequality 
(20) \\Vku; R
n||La < c\\u; U
n\\1~k/m ||Vm«; R"||£
/m , 
where l < g ^ o o , l < p ^ o o and 
.- = ££ + (--£)*• 
Indeed, by (13) the left-hand side of (20) does not exceed 
c C f (Mu(x))s{1-k/m) (MVmu(x))
sk/m dx\ 
which by Holder's inequality is majorized by 
c \\Mu; Rn||i~*/m \\MVmu; R"|li
/m , 
and it remains to refer to the boundedness of the operator M in La (R"), 1 < a ^ oo. 
3. INTERPOLATION INEQUALITY FOR THE RIESZ POTENTIALS 
If m is even and u is the Riesz potential of order m with non-negative density, 
then the estimate 
(21) \Vku(x)\ ^ c Mu(xf~
klm ( .MAm / 2 t i ( i ) | ' ™ , 
which is stronger than (2), follows directly from Hedberg's inequality 
(22) / , / (*) ^ c (ITf(x))
t'T(Mf(x))i~t'\ 
where 0 < t < r < n, f is a non-negative locally summable function, and the Riesz 
potential is defined by 
(23) i / W - c / r ^ % 
Ju- \y - x\ 
(see [10] or [6], Proposition 3.1.2(b)). The constant c in (23) is chosen in such a way 
that It = ( - A ) - ' /
2 , i.e. 
Itf(x)=F£jZ\-tFx_>if(x), 
where F is the Fourier transform in R". 
However, in our case u is not a potential with non-negative density and we cannot 
refer to (22). Nevertheless, (21) is a direct corollary of the following assertion which 
seems to be of independent interest. 
Theorem 2. Let z and ( be complex numbers subject to 
0<Hez < R e C < n 
and let Izf denote the Riesz potential of order z defined by (23) where t = z and f 
is a complex valued function in i i (R" ) with compact support. Then there exists a 
constant c independent of f such that 
(24) \Izf(x)\ $ c(MIcf(x)f
ez'Ke(-(Mf(x))1^z'K^ 
for almost all x 6 R". 
P r o o f . Denote by x a function in the Schwartz space S such that F\ = 1 in a 
neighbourhood of the origin. From the identity 
ier = itf-Fxm^+\&-*{i - FX(0), s e R-, 
it follows that 
(25) Izf(0) = P*I(f(0) + Q*f(0), 




Let m be a positive integer such that 
0 < 2 m - R e C + Rez<2 . 
In the case n > 2 we have 
mx)[=chm I ^ ^ M * c ( W + i ) - n - R , c + , t o 
Analogously, for n — 1 we obtain 
|p(x)| - ¥ L %~-tf$*\ * c ^ + D - 1 - " - ^ ' . 
Hence 
\P*I<f(0)\£c[ ^f(v)\Ay 
1 c / t ) K L (M + l)"+ReC~R-
(26) = , f ° j ir,fr„MA I k : í /в.
| / c / (- ) | d-teTÏ^ 
< cMI(f(0). 
The function |f|~2(l — Fn(^)) is smooth which implies 
(27) |Q(»)| < c(JV)|y|-^ 
for |j/ | ^ 1 and for sufficiently large TV. If \y\ < 1 we have 
\Q(y)\ £ c|y|-"+R" + \izX(y)\ 
and since the second term on the right is bounded, 
(28) \Q(y)\ <; c\y\-n+Re* 
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for |y| < 1. Using (27) and (28) we arrive at 
W*/(0)l<c(/ I f ^ - W ^m^Mf(0)-
\J\y\>l I-I + j|j,|<l M Re / 
Combining this inequality with (26) we obtain from (25) that 
| I - / ( 0 ) K C ( A . / c / ( 0 ) + .A./(0)), 
Now the dilation y —. y/r with an arbitrary positive r implies 
l - / ( 0 ) | ^ c ( r R e z - R e C A./ c / (0 ) + r
R e z A./(0)) 
and it remains to minimize the right-hand side with respect to r. D 
The following analogue of the inequality (20) can be easily obtained from (24). 
Corollary 1. Let 1 < g <. oo, 1 < p <. oo, and 
i _ A _:___') i R e z l 
s V ~ Re£Vp + ReCg' 
Thea 
(29) | | / , / ; R»||_. < c\\I(f; R " | | £ *
/ R e < | | / ; R" | | i ; R e - / B " c . 





which by Holder's inequality is majorized by 
c\\MI(f; R
n | |R e 2 / R e C | | .M/; t " | | i ; R e z / R e C . 
It remains to refer to the boundednesss of the operator M in _ff(R") for 1 < a < oo. 
D 
R e m a r k 5 . Note that Hedberg's inequality (22) with / ^ 0 follows from (24) 
since, obviously, 
/ irM*,*c[ r::/^L 
J Br JR"
 f + \V\ 
and hence 
(30) MITf(x) < dTf(x) a.e. 
if / is non-negative. Moreover, the proof of Corollary 1, along with (30), gives 
inequality (29) with real z, ( and with non-negative / also for q 6 (0,1]. (This is an 
alternative proof of the corresponding inequality in Theorem 3.1.6 of [6].) 
4. MULTIDIMENSIONAL VARIANTS OF INEQUALITY (10) 
Let m be a fractional number with [m] and {m} denoting its integer and fractional 
parts. We introduce the function 
(©„,mu) (*) = (J^ | V H u ( s ) - V H u( j / ) | " |x - yp-"<"*> dy) " . 
Theorem 3. Let k, I be integers and let m be fractional, 0 ̂  I ̂  k <m. Then 
there exists a positive constant c = c(k, I, m, n) such that 
(31) \Vku(x)\ < c [ X V / u ( a ; ) ] ^ [vrimu(x)]^ 
for almost all i £ R " . 
P r o o f . It suffices to prove inequality (31) for / = 0 and x = 0. By (14) we have 
(32) |Vfc«(0)| ^c(r
kMu(0) + tW~k\V[m]u(0)\ 
+ /., 






 l J + 
Using the function m introduced in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain for any 
multiindex 7 of order [m] 
(34) dMO) = t'nf n(^)d-lu(y)iy + rnf V ( | ) [ a ^ o ) - d-<(y)] 
Hence 
(35) |V [ m ]u(0)| < t — H I f u(y) (V[m]n) (%) dyl 
+ < { m } ( 7 Infe)n2/|("+{m})9dt/) 'DP I „U(0), 
where p _ 1 + g"""1 = 1. Combining (32), (33) and (35) we arrive at 
|V*u(0)| $ c (r*A<u(0) + tm-kVv<mu(0)) . 
The minimization of the right-hand side in t completes the proof. 
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dy. 
R e m a r k 6. The same argument as in Remark 4 applied to (31) gives the 
inequality 
\\Vku; R
n | k ^ c \\u; Un\\1-k/m \\Vp,mu; R
n\\'£" 
where m is fractional, k < m, 1 ^ p <. oo, and q, s are the same as in Remark 4. 
R e m a r k 7 . By (35), inequality (10) can be easily extended to the n-dimensional 




+ i ' " ' * ' ' ' ' ^ ^ ( i ^ м ) ' ^ " 4 1 ' ^ ) *—<°> 
which implies 
|Vu(0)[ < t " 1 (n + 1) M"u(0) 
+ £r>±il^! ( B (q(m + n-1)!q+l))^ Vp,mu(0) 
(measnBi)
 n 
with M" given by (19). The minimization of the right-hand side results in the 
inequality 
1-7 I \\m <r (" + l ) " > ^ m ("B(g(m + n - l ) , g + l ) )
1 / " f > , 0 , 
(m - l ) " 1 - 1 (meas„ Bx) n 
containing (10) as a special case. In particular for p = oo, m = a + 1, 0 < a < 1, we 
have 
1 W l " (n + a)(n + a + l )a* v w ; / |t/ - x\a 
which is a multidimensional generalization of (11). 
We conclude this section with two inequalities of the same nature as (31). 
Theorem 4. 
(i) Let k, m be integers, and let I be noninteger, 0 < I < k ^ m. Then there exists 
a positive constant c = c(k, I,, m, n) such that 
(36) |V*it(a:)| < c(Vp,tu(x))'^ (MVmu(x))^ 
for almost all i 6 8". 
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(ii) Let k be integer and let l,m be noninteger, 0 < I < k < m. Then there exists a 
positive constant c = c(k,l,m,n) such that 
(37) |Vfc«(.r)| ^ c(Vv<lu(x))'^r (Vv<mu(x))^ 
for almost all x £ Rn. 
P r o o f . It is sufficient to take I € (0,1) and x — 0. 
(i) Since the function c^ + T ( lA^y)) in (14) is orthogonal to 1 in L2 (Bi), it follows 
from (14) that 
(38) |V*u(0)| < c(t~n-k f \u(y) - u(0)| dy + f ^-ifk dV 
\ JB, JB, \y\ 
By Holder's inequality, applied to the first integral and by (16) we have 
|Vfcu(0)| ^ c (r*DP l iu(0) + t
m'kMVm(x)) . 
The result follows. 
(ii) By (38) with m replaced by [m] 
|Vfcu(0)| ^ c(t'-
kVp<lu(0) + tM-
k | V w u ( 0 ) | + í 
|Vмц(y)-vwц(o)l 
,m-[m]+k 
By (33) the third term in the right-hand side does not exceed 
tm~~kVp<mu(0). 
Now we note that (35) implies 




|V f cu(0)| < c (r
kVPtiu(Q) + t
m-kVv<mu(0)). 
The result follows. 
5. APPLICATIONS TO THE THEORY OF MULTIPLIERS IN SOBOLEV SPACES 
5.1. The maximal algebra in M(Wp
n (Rn) -> Wp (R
n)). 
Let m and / be integers, m ^ /, and let M(Wp"(U
n) -t- Wp(U
n)) denote the 
space of pointwise multipliers acting from W™ (R") to Wlp (R
n) (see [11]). Analytical 
descriptions of M(W™ (Rn) -+ Wlp (R
n)) as well as separate necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the membership in this multiplier space can be found in [11]. We 
characterize the maximal algebra in M(Wp
nl (Rn) -> Wp(U
n)) by using inequality 
(13). 
Theorem 5. The maximal Banach algebra in M(Wp
n (Rn) -+ Wp (R
n)), m ) I , 
1 < p < oo, is isomorphic to the space 
(39) M(W™(Mn)->Wl(Bn))nL<x(U
n). 
R e m a r k 8. In the case m = I the statement of Theorem 5 is trivial since 
the multiplier space M(Wp(S
n) -> Wp(U
n)) is an algebra and is embedded into 
Loo (Rn). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 5. Let A be asubalgebraof M(W™ (Rn) -*• W^(Rn)). 
Then, for any .V = 1,2,... and for any 7 € -A, _ e W™ (Rn), 
(Here and elsewhere in the present section we omit Rn in the notations of norms.) 
Passing to the limit as N -> 00 we obtain 7 6 £00 (Rn). Hence A is a part of the 
intersection (39). 
Let 71, 72 belong to (39). Then, for any u € W™ (Rn), 




( - 1 l-h •. 
+ EEmv*'ftiiv-'>-iiv'-k--uiii-p)-
h = l * = 1 ' 
The first term in the right-hand side is majorized by 
C I I7 I | IL„ \M\M(w;--*w;,) IMIw™ • 
Before estimating the second term we note that if T 6 M(W™(«n) -» W^(Rn)) 
then, for any h = 0,...,l, 
V h r € M(W™ (R
n) -+ M^-h (Rn)) C M(W /;' l~'+ ' ' (Rn) -» L- (Rn)) 
and the estimate 
(4i) IIv„r||Mvv~-,+-_,M ^ clirii^^^^,) 
holds (see [11], Section 1.3). Therefore, the second term in the right-hand side of 
(30) is not greater than 
C IML._ ll7ilU(w/y'_. w,',) INIIvy... • 
To estimate the remaining terms in the right-hand side of (40) we need the in-
equality 
| V „ 1 » | *_ c | | r | | * (MVh+kT(x))^ 
stemming from (13). Hence 
|||Vh7i||V*72||V,_„_*_|||-ii 
«4 |7 l l l_ ! f | | 72 l l^ | | (^V, , . + f c 7i ) '
: * i r (^V f c + „72)* |V i - A _„_ | | | i i j 
< c||Tl]|]^||T_||^|j(_VtV,_+/s^1)lV__ / t__Aw[j|^j|(^V^+feT_)|V.--;__fcMl|(^. 
By Verbitsky's theorem (see [12], Lemma 3.1) 
(42) l l ^ r i i ^ ^ , , ) < c ||r||Mvv.^Li>) 
which along with (41) implies 
|||V„7il|Vfc72||V(_h_fc«|||i„ 
^c| |7i | |_i r | |72| l^ | | |VM-*7i | |V l-„-_u| | |Lf
E H lVw- .Ts l lV^- .u l l l f 
< cll7ill_*f HT-II- t ll^1 HJfe-*WD l l72"mw;r-+iv<)ll«llw?-
The proof is complete. D 
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From Theorem 5 and the description of M(Wjn (R") -»• Wj (R")) obtained in [11, 
Chapter 1] we arrive at 
Corollary 2. The maximal algebra in M(W"' (R") -4 Wj (Rn)), m > /, consists 
of j € WJloc (R
n) with t ie finite norm 
(43) l | V " : e | 1 -
<rCR»,diam(eKl ( c a p ( e , W p
m ) ) / p 
where e is a compact set and cap (e, W7™) is the capacity ofe generated by the norm 
in W™ (Rn), i.e. 
cap(e, W™) = inf {||w||^,„ : _ 6 C0°° (R
n) , u^lone}. 
In the case mp > n the norm (43) can be simplified as 
sup | |V,7;-M-) | | , +||7ll_._, 
ieR" 
which also follows from the fact that the norm in M(W™ (R") -> Wj, (Rn)) is equiv-
alent to the norm 
sup \\r, Bi(x)\\w„, 
xeR" " 
in the case mp > n ([11, Chapter 1]). 
5.2. Es t imate for the norm in M(W™(Un) ->• WJ(Un)). 
According to Theorem 1.3.2/1 [11], the equivalence relation 
\h\\M(w™->w;,) ~ IIVi7llM(w'1r-*z,„) + IITIU(W,V'-'-+_„) 
holds with mp < n and m ^ I. The proof of the upper estimate for the norm in 
M(W™(Un) -> W^(Rn)) given in [11] is based on the complex interpolation. The 
inequality (13) enables one to arrive at the same result in a different way. The 
argument is as follows. 
Let 7 e M(W m - ' (R n ) -> Lp(U
n)) and Vn 6 Af(w"p
m(Rn) -+ Lp(U
n)). For any 
u 6 Cg°(R») 
Win? « c (V 11^*7^-^1^ + IMU„) • 
By (13) and the Holder inequality we have for fc = 1, - . . , - - 1 
l\Vkr^^ku\\\Li^c\\(Mr)
1'k/HMVa)^'(Mu)^l(MV,u)1-'k/l\\Lr 
4 4 ) < c||(A<7)(.MV,u)||i;* / ' | |(^V,7)(A.u)||i / ' . 
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Clearly, 
| V . u | < c / m _ , | V m u | , \u\ ^ c / m | V m _ | . 
Hence, 
MViu < cIm-tMVmu, Mu ^ dmMVmu. 
Thi s a long wi th (42) leads t o 
| | (A<7)(A<V,u) | |_„ < c | | 7 ! l j _ ( M ¥ . - > ^ ) P m - , . M V m u | | I v ; . - , 
< c | | 7 l l M ( w r - . _ > _ I . ) l | A . V m u | | _ F 
a n d similarly, 
\\(MVn)(Mu)\\Ll, sj c\\Va\\M{w,,^wli)\\ImMVmu\\w;r 
^ c | |V ,7 | |M(w, v . - * i „ ) l |MV m « | | _„ . 
T h e resul t follows from (44) and the boundedness of the opera tor M in Lp(R
n). 
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